SIGNIFICANCE AND EXPLANATION
estions of existence and uniqueness of steady flows of viscoelastic fluids have thus far not been understood, even for slow flows perturbing rest. This paper provides an existence result for slow flows with no in-and I..
outflow boundaries. The fluid is assumed to be described by constitutive equations of a differential nature. The method used to prove existence is constructive and in fact very close to procedures used in numerical -....
calculations.
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The responsibility for the wording and views expressed in this descriptive summsary lies with NEC, and not with the author of this report.
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.V** *:~; ~ * *.,. given a convergence proof for expansions of this nature in a one-dimensional model problem, which has certain features in common with equations in viscoelasticity.
In this paper, we prove the existence of slow steady flows of certain viscoelastic fluids by using an iterative method. The basic idea is very similar to existence proofs for initial value problems in hyperbolic partial differential equations. We first show that all iterates are bounded and small in a certain norm, and we then show that the iteration converges in a weaker norm. The iteration we use is similar to procedures employed in numerical calculations (for a review, see [1]), and the ideas used here should therefore be useful in proving convergence of numerical schemes. We shall also use our results to justify the formal perturbation methods as asymptotic expansions, but we do not prove their convergence. Such problems are more difficult than the one studied here). The equations for steady flow are as follows
Here u (ulU 2 ,U 3 ) is the velocity vector, p the pressure and T the extra stress. f is the given body force and P is the density.
Throughout the paper, Q is assumed to be a bounded domain with a smooth (for simplicity, say Ce-) boundary. ..
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THE CASE OF THE UIPPER CONVECTED MAXWELL FLUID
In this case, we set no 0 and N I i.e. the constitutive equation takes the form:
By applying the divergence operator. we obtain
Here we use the notation T: a 2 3 T
.Next, we substitute
, and obtain
In the following, we regard (2.3), with the condition div u-0 and the no-slip condition, as a perturbation of the Stokes problem. This equation contains a "'modified pressure" q -(u*V)p +Ap .Solutions are found by the following iteration scheme. 
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Sketch of the proof: From (2.6), we obtain n ( n-i n-I n n-i qn q n-I This is equivalent to c n -n-) P c 'l.,)cPpn-n' ) • cpu PR-1 ) 6 n n-I uFrom this and the bounds already established by lema 2.4, we conclude that, for some constant C 4 we have I-r n .-n-I III S _ Csl1lu n _ u n'-111 ; :=" .-.
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Next, we subtract (2.S)n and C2.S)n-. By using lemma 2.4 and the already established estimates for pn. pn-1 and
we easily obtain the lemma. We omit the details of the calculation. 
THE CASE OF SEVERAL RELAXATION MODES
We apply the divergence operator to (1.2) , and obtain as before We use the following iteration scheme k- 
